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Whitecap Suppression by Cloud Shadows 

on the Potomac River' 

All en H . Schooley 

/1:a v al R esearc/1 Laboratory 
1rashi11gto11, D. C. 20390 

W hi tecaps are oft en generated on the Potomac Ri ver near the Naval Re-
search Laboratory by wind fi elds associated with the passage of cold fr onts. 
W hen the fronts clear the air so that sunshine prevail s during the morning 
hour , usually about midday scattered cumulus clouds begin to appear. As 
viewed from the 20- m-high roof of T he NRL building, their shadows scurry 
down and across the ri ver. Several visual observat ions from the roof during the 
spring, summer, and fall of I 970 revealed that there is usually a drasti c sup-
pression of the whitecaps related to the passage of a single cloud shadow. 
Particular care was taken to make sure that the observati ons were not merely 
illumination ill usions. 

On a few occati ons I 6-mm motion pictures were taken of whitecaps that 
were pre ent j ust prior to the occurrence of a cloud shadow over the water and 
then of the calming effect under the cloud shadow. Figs. I and 2 are reproduced 
from cine frames taken 3.8 min apart at 1330 hr. local time on May 6, 1970. 
The wi nd was ready at 8.2 m sec-', the air temperature was 14.4°C. The 
bucket-water temperature was 17.3°C, and the relati ve humidity was 36%. 
In Fig. 1 , when the sun was on the water, there are at least nine whitecaps 
visihle. In Fig. 2, when the cloud shadow was over the water, there are no 
whitecaps in the same field of view. 

I have fo und no references on relatively fast reaction of the naviface to 
cloud-shadow transient . Tot enough is known to give an expli cit energy-
balance explanati on of the observed phenomenon. 
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Figure r. Whitecaps on t he river during sunshine (see Fig. 2). 

Figure 2. Absence of whi tecaps 3.8 min after Fig. I was taken; the same area was then covered by 
a cloud shadow. 


